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1964-7 60's Psych Rock  Pop 40,00 €

REVISED EDITION!! With better pictures and without mistakes!! Hans Pokora made a beautiful extensive 
version of his long deleted' Rare Records Cover Book'. More than 1,000 colour photographs of the 
RAREST albums worldwide. Many acetates shown here for the first time. A kaleidoscopic overview of the 
rarest and most expensive albums worldwide. HARD COVER BOOK.

RRCB 1 VA
1001 RECORD COLLECTORS DREAM

RARE RECORDS COVER BOOK VOL. 1-
Rare Records / A

bk

1964-7 60's Psych Rock  Pop 40,00 €

Part 2 in the series of books on COVERS of RARE RECORDS from all over the world. Another cream of 
folk, psychedelic, progressive , garage, beat records. Over 1000 professional colour photographs of the 
rarest 60's and 70's album covers from over 40 countries!! An indispensable book for all serious collectors 
and curious music lovers, with a accurate description of: Origin, Label, Value and Rarity. Glossy paper and 
limited.

RRCB 2 VA
2001 RECORD COLLECTORS DREAM

RARE RECORDS COVER BOOK VOL. 2-
Rare Records / A

bk

1964-7 60's Psych Rock  Pop 40,00 €

Vol. 3 in the fantastic series books on RARE RECORDS from the 60's and 70's. Another cream of Folk, 
Psychedelic, Progressive, Garage and Beat records. Over 1000 colour images of the RAREST 60'S AND 
70'S album covers from over 40 countries in the book for the first time. A kaleidoscopic overview of the 
RAREST and MOST expensive collectable albums from all over the world. An indispensable book for all 
serious collectors with accurate description of : origin, label, value and rarity. printed on glossy paper 
issued as hard-cover. Has 15 pages more then previous issues featuring a host of british beat.

RRCB 3 VA
3001 RECORD COLLECTORS DREAM

RARE RECORDS COVER BOOK VOL. 3-
Rare Records / A

bk

1964-7 60's Psych Rock  Pop 40,00 €

HERE 'T IS!! Vol. 4 in the fantastic series books on RARE RECORDS from the 60's and 70's. Another 
cream of Folk, Psychedelic, Progressive, Garage and Beat records. Over 1000 colour images of the 
RAREST 60'S AND 70'S album covers from over 40 countries in the book for the first time. A 
kaleidoscopic overview of the RAREST and MOST expensive collectable albums from all over the world. 
An indispensable book for all serious collectors with accurate description of : origin, label, vaklue and 
rarity. printed on glossy paper issued as hard-cover.

RRCB 4 VA
4001 RECORD COLLECTORS DREAM

RARE RECORDS COVER BOOK VOL. 4-
Rare Records / A

bk

1965-8 Psych Rock Blues Jazz 18,00 €

Updatable Database/Encyclopedia: Psychedelic, Progressive, Blues and Folk Worldwide 1965-1982: an 
incredibly ambitious database CD-ROM, that claims to have more than 13,000 pictures of rare albums (I 
don’t doubt it), as well as realized prices for rarities, gathered from record dealers; made to manage record 
collections, but in my world much more important for the reference book section, with all the price and 
label info—more than 7,500 artists from more than 70 countries—with descriptions, discographies, as well 
as an ability to trace artists through all their various bands; it seems to be a cross between the “Record 
Collector’s Dreams” books with their photos of rare albums, and the Borderline Books family of reference 
encyclopedias of rare music. This CD-ROM can be used in five languages, most notably for our purposes 
in English, but also German, French, Italian, Spanish, and Dutch. No Apple computers allowed, which 
leaves me out—for PC’s only—and only for screens with resolution 1024 x 768!! digipack comes with 32-
page booklet full of details about how to use this amazing CD-ROM.

TH CD -ROM 01 div
AGA´S DATABASE

-
Thors Hammer / GER

RO

196 Psych Rock Blues Jazz 27,00 €

Encyclopedia of British and Irish Sixties Rock and Pop - by Rolf Hannet & Rieks Korte - With entries of 
about 3.500 bands and artists and about 10.000 musicians. The CD-ROM embraces all bands and artists 
who helped shape Pop, Rock, Beat, R&B, Psychedelia and Folk-Rock, and who released at least one 
single, EP, LP or a track on a compilation album or EP during the sixties in Britain or Ireland. If available, 
each band and artist entry features: A short biography; line-up; A list of links to other bands or artists; A 
single, EP and LP discography with release date.  If available each musician entry features: All 
instruments played¸ Date and place of birth; Date and place of death, where applicable; The entire musical 
career (ie. before and after the sixties). You can search in many ways: for particular bands and artists;  
musicians; ; song-titles; label-listings. The data will be updated via Internet and each buyer will get an 
individual access code. Please, note: this publication covers the 1960s. The encyclopedia contains 
biographies, band line-ups and discographies from this period. Later events and developments are 
represented in short form, only. With a few exceptions, official releases only are listed.

BFB 10024 AT div
Another Taste of forbidden food

Encyclopedia of British and Irish Sixties Rock and -
Bear Family / GER

RO
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1968-8 German Rock 29,00 €

Completely revised and updated 2nd edition. An A-Z guide to rare and collectable KRAUTROCK Records. 
304 pages of essential KRAUTROCK collecting data covering label numbers, release dates, current Mint 
values and additional information on virtually every well-known, less well-known and totally obscure 
KRAUTROCK record. A total of more than 1400 coloured pictures of original KRAUTROCK record albums 
will give you an in-depth impression of the fascinating KRAUTROCK cosmos. The COSMIC PRICE 
GUIDE 2006 appears in a completely new format, with a firm hard-cover, fibre binding, and high-quality 
enamelled paper throughout. Essential stuff for any serious Progressive or Krautrock collector. 
Outstanding!

CPG 002 GER
COSMIC PRICE GUIDE - 2nd edition 2006

by Ulrich Klatte-
CPG books / GER

bk

1967-6 49,00 €

Debut publication from Repertoire Books – a division of the established record collectors’ label. A must for 
every Cream fan! Unseen photographs from 1967 & 1968. Superb illustrated book, featuring previously 
unseen photographs of Cream – Eric Clapton, Jack Bruce and Ginger Baker – taken during a Scottish tour 
in the ‘Summer Of Love’, 1967, and later in 1968. Photography by Robert Whitaker, distinguished world 
photographer, who had accompanied The Beatles during 1964-66 on their trips around the world, and shot 
photos for the albums ‘Yesterday And Today’ (the controversial ‘butcher’ cover), ‘Revolver’ and for 
Cream’s classic ‘Disraeli Gears’. Foreword by Pete Brown, music producerand Cream lyricist. Text by 
Chris Welch, celebrated Melody Maker journalist, author and broadcaster. Designed by David Costa’s 
Wherefore Art? studio, famed for the best selling ‘Beatles Anthology’ and work with major artists from The 
Rolling Stones to Genesis and Elton John. 132 page, Hardback, full colour book (260mm x 245mm).

RBX 01 UK
CREAM

THE LOST SCOTTISH TOUR - 1967-68 (BOOK)-
Repertoire / GER

bk

1966-9 60's Beat, Prog. PsychP 16,50 €

The third and expanded edition has been translated into english and published as:
Barotto, Paolo: The return of italian Pop. Milano 1996. No ISBN. 
The main focus of the book is on the italian Prog scene of the seventies. 
Younger bands and solo artists are compiled in an appendix. 
There are also a couple of interviews with the musicians. Very good book!

VM 201 B Italy
RETURN OF ITALIAN POP

by Paolo Barotto-
Vinyl Magic / Italy

bk

1965- div. 39,90 €

Rock Record 7 the most comprehensive discography book ever published. This new edition of the book 
has been up dated and expanded by around 35%. It covers Rock music from its roots to the present day. 
As well as mainstream Rock, it also includes much information on Pop, Reggae, Blues, Jazz, Country, 
World, New Age and Folk. Rock Record 7 now includes details of 115,000 albums & CD's by 15,000 
different artists. Over 250,000 musicians are listed; they are indexed and are linked to the albums. You 
can cross reference the facts and trace the musician's careers by consulting the amazing 250,000-entry 
musician index. Rock Record 7 has been available in 7 different editions from 1978. It is compiled mainly 
from hundreds of reader's collections, release sheets and catalogues. A Directory compiled for collectors 
by collectors. Rock Record 7 is the size of a large telephone directory 560 A4 pages paperback

Hounsome 7 UK
ROCK  RECORD #  7

Hounsome, Terry-
Hounsome / UK

bk

1965- div. 39,90 €

A Comprehensive Artist, Record and Music Directory Database on a CD ROM. The new RockRom version 
10 is Now available. This version has more features and you may be able to download extra /bonus files to 
add to your main dates as they become available. RockRom is the latest in a line of discography books 
and CD-ROM's that I have been involved with as either a contributor, author, compiler or publisher over the 
last 25 years. RockRom is a fully searchable, comprehensive record and music database on a CD ROM. 
RockRom 10 containing information on about 738,373 album and single releases by over 140,000 artists 
and groups on over 25,000 different record labels. Most all the singles and many of the albums contain 
details about which of the 2,400,000 tracks In addition many albums also contain information about which 
musicians (1.118.000). You may add new data to your files and also can keep track of you own record 
collection. The records in RockRom "The Ultimate Record Collection" spans the 5 decades from the 50's. 
It includes much mainstream Rock, Rock & Roll, Pop, Jazz, Reggae, Blues, Country, New World, New 
Age, Folk in fact most music styles. The data on this record and musician database CD-ROM has been 
collected by Terry Hounsome and several hundred contributors (see list of contributors). RockRom is also 
a record collection management program. When a release is displayed on the screen , with one mouse 
click you can mark it as owned. Further details can be added to owned; file at any time. If you do happen 
to find that a release or record is not listed you can easily add it to the database. Any new data will also 
show up in all the searches. You can search for hours; you can get results for most searches, in a few 
seconds. RockRom is a massive artist, Bands, Musicians and tracks database all contained on one CD-
ROM You can search in many ways and you can even add new data. You can add records to your own 
collection details with a click of a mouse.  You need a PC that run Windows You will also need a CD-ROM 
Drive, a mouse, at least a VGA monitor and 350mb hard disk space + temp files. Tested in Windows 95, 
98, ME, 2000 and XP.

Hounsome 10 UK
ROCK  ROM  # 10

Hounsome, Terry-
Hounsome / UK

RO
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1963-7 Beat Psych Rock Blues 54,95 €

"The Ultimate British Rock Encyclopaedia" A seriously expanded version of the original. This is a 
completely revised and updated version of a book originally published in 1995, when it was nominated as 
the 4th Best Music Book of '95 by Record Collector and described as an 'impressive 600 page job that 
includes more across the board info than most rock encyclopaedias' by Q Magazine. Since then many 
entries have been rewritten, more have been added and all have been updated to include relevant 
releases since 1995. This perfect bound book will be 1000 pages long (approx) whereas the previous 
edition was (paltry?) 632 pages, plus it will contain a 12-page colour section. Expected to be the definitive 
publication on British Beat, Garage, Psychedelia, R&B, Progressive-rock, Merseybeat, Folk, Folk-rock, 
Jazz-rock, Blues-rock, Freakbeat & Glam-rock. It will contain personnel details, discographies, artist 
histories, biographical information, musical analysis and compilation listings in the same format as earlier 
editions, but in some entries there are recollections from band members. Individual entries also include 
details of reissues and retrospective compilations. Profusely illustrated with photos and 12 pages of colour 
album covers and with an updated international rarity scale.

UK
TAPESTRY OF DELIGHTS  Revisited (2006)

A Guide To The British Beat, R & B, Psych And Pro-
Borderline / UK

bk

3- -


